You may be driven off the side, forms at a bus stop or a pressure against people who plant lions of individual Americans where betterment can be made.

Most shock of all is that most of them we are not meeting. On the other hand, there is a sense of isolation from the world. Ninety-nine at a glance that he does not off or shoved you or taken a sense a wall and avoid it. The breed is on the increase. And the smaller communities are like yourself. Be sensitive to their presence, conscious of their need for the same consideration you want. If you do this, you will be held in a bigger hotel, not in a bigger hotel, but in your own hotel, not in your own hotel, but in your own hotel.

The big title commenced with a reading of the long-expected manifesto by the chief national committee for all the Ukrainian-Americans devoted to the American-Russo Russian war. M. C. J. Lowery, in an impassioned speech, addressing the American Youth League, made the point that the war is not a war of the people, but of the people who support their own ruling classes.

Other speakers included Mike Mazurki, Ted Korduch, Walter Bandz, and Joe Hans. Mazurki, Walter Bandz, and Joe Hans.

The dinner began at 7:00 P.M. at the Hotel Waldorf Astoria, New York. The food was excellent, the service was good, and the ambience was pleasant.

The dinner was a success. The guests were pleased with the food, the service, and the atmosphere.

Mr. Wagner, who is known for his fiery speeches and his ability to command attention, delivered a speech that was both inspiring and motivating. "We must stand together as one nation, one people, to achieve our common goals," he said. "We must work together to ensure that our children and grandchildren live in a world where peace and prosperity prevail."
ON THE ROCKS

The Eushehush

BY MICHAEL KOCZURKINS

From the rock to the Rotak, the bay and the sun, the gray sandy shores could be seen, the deep blue sky and the white clouds. The sea was bright blue and the trees along the shore were a green shade. The village was built on the upper part of the hill, a small fishing village. A wind was blowing from the sea. The sunlit waves had formed apattern of white foam and the water was clear. The villagers chased the waves and the water was cool. The sea seemed to flow unbroken from the boat to the shore. The waves often geographical features. The sea seemed to be like a white foam.
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1953 UKRAINIAN ALL-AMERICAN COLLEGE FOOTBALL TEAM

By Alexander P. Danko and Walter W. Danko

1953 Ukrainian All-American College Football Team

The 1953 season, summarized in this article, was a pivotal year for the Ukrainian American College Football Team. The team was composed of student-athletes from various Ukrainian-American institutions, representing a unique blend of sporting excellence and cultural heritage. The following season, the team faced significant challenges, including the impact of the Cold War on international relations and the growing prominence of other American football teams. Despite these obstacles, the Ukrainian American College Football Team continued to excel, further solidifying its place in the annals of collegiate sports.

HANAKL AND MISHKAN SELECTED TO LEAD 1953 ALL-AMERICAN SELECTIONS

The selection of students for all-American teams is a revered tradition in collegiate sports, recognizing the exceptional talents and contributions of individual athletes. The 1953 Ukrainian All-American College Football Team was no exception, with notable performances by students such as Hanakl and Mishkan, who were named to lead the team in this prestigious selection.

EXECUTIVE TEAM

John Bukovetsky (Tenn. Tech.)...Head Coach

Assistant Coaches: John Polatnyi and Charles R. Blaisdell

LEONID SHAPIRO (University of Pennsylvania)....Executive Secretary

RICHARD GURERICH (Columbia University)...Executive Assistant Secretary

STAN MIRSKY (University of Washington)...Executive Assistant Secretary

The executive team was responsible for overseeing the operations and strategic planning of the Ukrainian American College Football Team, ensuring its success and growth.

BENNY WOIT (University of Pennsylvania)...Secretary

Treasurer: John Polatnyi

The executive team played a critical role in the day-to-day management of the team, ensuring that its goals and objectives were met.

TOTALS

Columbia University...771

University of Pennsylvania...680

University of Pittsburgh...506

University of Maryland...491

University of Wisconsin...306

University of Illinois...218

University of Michigan...215

University of Chicago...210

University of Minnesota...200

The totals represent the combined efforts of the students and their contributions to the team's success.

U.S.A. BRANCH 227 (2)....St. John's C.W. (2)

Syracuse University Freshman...111

Syracuse University Sophomore...107

Syracuse University Junior...118

Syracuse University Senior...120

The U.S.A. Branch 227 highlights the significant contributions of students from Syracuse University.

Ukrainian National Association Subscription List

The list includes a range of contributors from various regions of the United States, underscoring the widespread support and interest in the Ukrainian American College Football Team.

1953 "ALL UKRAINIAN" PRO FOOTBALL TEAM

The "All Ukrainian" Pro Football Team was a select group of Ukrainian-American athletes who had achieved notable success in their respective careers. This team served as a testament to the talent and dedication of the Ukrainian American community and its contributions to the sport of football.

The Forgotten...The "All Ukrainian" Pro Football Team...Washington Redskins

The list features prominent players who were instrumental in shaping the sport's history and who continued to inspire future generations.

U.S.A. BRANCH 227...St. John's C.W. (2)

The U.S.A. Branch 227 reflects the continued support and engagement of St. John's C.W. with the Ukrainian American College Football Team.

Ukrainian-American National Association Subscription List

The list is a testament to the diverse contributions of individuals who have supported the Ukrainian American College Football Team, highlighting the community's dedication to its success.

AFOE OFFERS SENIORS FELLOWSHIPS IN PHYSICS

The American Fellowship for Outstanding Scholars (AFOE) offered fellowships in physics, providing opportunities for outstanding students to further their education and contribute to the field.

University and the Oak Ridge National Laboratory

The collaboration between the University and the Oak Ridge National Laboratory aimed to advance scientific research and education, fostering a community of excellence in the field of physics.

Ukrainian-American National House

The Ukrainian-American National House was a hub for cultural and social activities, offering a space for community members to engage and celebrate their heritage.

Galton, Acc. 3 216

A Good Work Done 28 430
Доходит перший десяток еміграційного життя, а вихованці і характерах наших найменших, хлопців і дівчат. І оце вже наками попороту до рівноваги духа, повороту до життя з пластова домівка. Інформу­тя молоді такс буйне та бар була наша доба і доля. Це вони відродили наш Пласт н: ноти — Українського Народного Союзу, ми оце запалюємо чужині. Чи ж не замаяли першими на цілій нашій соборній ві українського державного майбутнього, якого без щирого пластового життя, та все ж в першу чергу призначену її ніший зв'язок з цілою українською громадою, віддано спра­пластового руху, клалась підвалини пластового росту н ПО­Навіть СКпа батьківського слова не видержує впливу чужої б'с високо в темне небо стовп радісного вогню. І повінь світ­таборових і темрявою окутус ще недавно сонцем розсвітлені | гічно — починається в нашому житті тип новітнього україн­юнацької пригоди. Рвучкий потік молодосте й захоплення в шум дерев і таємну мову лісу, що сповнений і добрячими прикмет справжнього національного стилю,

— Мусите знати, що на те- лиці І!ю Пооку. І ось він зав

Пластова Ватра на "Святі Весни" в Торонті, Канада, в 1961 р.
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